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JD N
The only item of interest to me is that concerning Malcolm Pein:

I disagree with his views and disregard for increasing costs and definitely oppose his views.

PD Y
Thank you for your report and good work over the past year.

Your insights make a lot of sense to me, you can use my vote as you wish.

JL N? Y Y

Thanks for a very well thought out email.

I will be frank and say that I have very little interest in ECF 

affairs.  I joined our chess club just to play chess.  I only play home 

matches (away matches involve late nights) so I am an ECF member by 

necessity.  I note that the ECF sub has increased by £2 (12.5%) for 

which I see no benefit and from your notes it does not appear to be very 

well organised in planning etc.  I agree with you that it should report 

on progress made (or not made) against the previous year's plans.  What 

sort of organisation does not do this?

By the way, why does the ECF membership year start before our season 

starts?  As I pay ECF fees via my club it means ECF tell me my 

membership has lapsed for ~ 1 month before our season starts and I re-join.

I am pleased to see the progress made in numbers of female members.

I am not willing to read any more detail but as I am in agreement with 

you then I would suggest you take the actions that you have proposed.

IH Y
I find your comments most enlightening. Your voting intentions seem altogether logical  and correct
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CS Y

As someone returning to chess after 20 years away I was quite shocked that I was asked to pay an extra £18 to 

the ECF on top of £30 to join my club and another £3 to be a member of the Cleveland Chess Association. This 

is just to be able to play 1 league match for them. The money is nothing to me, but I know it has put off 

several people from starting out in my area of the north east of England which is quite deprived. As far as I can 

tell, the ECF do nothing to help my local league. The home team provide the venues and chess equipment and 

the fixture lists etc are provided by the Cleveland chess association. The only youth chess in the area is 

provided in a local library on a voluntary basis by one of my new club mates. My suggestion would be that the 

membership fee is reduced for the first year to almost nothing like £1.

DM

I was one of the minority who objected to the Draconian increases in the fees over the next two years, and 

who knows what will be proposed beyond that? How the ECF can justify increases manifold higher than 

inflation is beyond me. Since it is a non essential commodity, at least one has a choice, and I voted with my 

feet, lapsed my membership and will no longer play competitive chess.

I was a bit surprised at how heavily we objectors were out voted. Clearly the majority are happy being 

screwed!

DC Y?

Thank you for the report. I am with you on your ideas. Basically I feel the ECF spends too much on 

professional players at the expense of amateurs while expecting the amateur players to pay for it all. The LMS 

system is a good step in the right direction and made the difference in me rejoining the ECF. Pleas note that I 

have upgraded my membership to Silver this year. Is there a silver members representative report?

MD N

You have my approval to vote against the report at the AGM.  It sounds very poor.  Of course an annual report 

should include objectives and hoped for goals and describe the level of achievement of these.  Sounds like we 

need some ex or current managers of businesses on the board.

JF Y You seem to be a  sensible chap with positive ideas, so I'm happy to leave it up to you.

RD

First thank you for keeping us informed. Much appreciated.

As regards Bronze and Silver level increases membership fee it should be reduced  to stop the ever increasing 

players opting out to play social chess instead. I am worried that league and Counties will fold also As a result 

Club could shut down for good. This is increasing membership fees will not encourage people to play Chess ?         

What everyone forgets is the Clubs have pay for rooms they use. So memberships of Clubs has dropped
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RD Y

Thank you for your comprehensive summary and with limited time to discuss this with our members I am 

happy to support your recommendations. Clearly increasing fees to cover losses is not a good strategy and if 

membership is not increasing or static then a cut in expenditure may be the answer. <Club> is only a small 

club and fees are kept at a level to cover expenditure. It is difficult to persuade new members what they get 

for £18 per annum and quite a number just want to play chess and are not concerned about grading. 

Confirmation as to whether membership is increasing should be forthcoming and if not increasing, plans to 

tackle over expenditure.

MD N N N Y

First of all, thanks for your efforts on behalf of Bronze members – much appreciated.

Board’s report: I agree with all your comments; it almost appears that it wants to hide the lack of progress in 

getting its finances in order. Its solution seems to be – just put up the subs & it’ll be all right………Vote against.

Strategy: Vote against.

Elections: Is no-one standing for C’man? Something must be wrong.

Malcolm P: if he has failed to raise funds then he should keep his word & not be seeking re-election.

You & your colleagues obviously know far more about ECF affairs/working than I do and I am more than 

happy for you to vote as you think is best for the interests of Bronze members.

GE Y

I have just had a quick look at the issues you raised regarding the finances and agree with you concerns 

regarding the reserves. If the board is stated as needing to maintain £100K and over the past few years it has 

gone down to £37K it seems wrong unless £100K is to high.

As to the demographic time bomb - good luck with that. We live in different times and trying to encourage 

people people to actually sit down and play a human face to face is not that easy. It has actually been done 

but pulling people through with on line gaming around is not going to be easy.
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MG N N

Firstly, I wish to apologise for not replying to any of your previous emails to bronze members.  Apathy is not 

an appropriate response to the considerable time you are devoting to your role.  Anyway, your cogent 

exposition of these matters is valuable and inspires confidence.  I shall limit myself to a few comments.

 

I do not know what the Pearce Commission was.

The numerous references to the British Chess Federation and the BCF in the documents are presumably in 

error.  They make a bad impression.

The proposed “fine of 20 … or 100” is very odd.

 

My overwhelming impression of the documents is that the meeting is attempting far too much.  There is 

simply too much for discussion to expect anything substantial to result.  ECF meetings should have more 

modest goals.

 

I agree with your views on the Board of Directors’ Report.  All reporting should be in relation to a previous 

plan.  Numbers are fundamental.  Previous estimates always need to be compared with actual figures, and 

lessons need to be learnt (though governments seldom do this either).  Vote against, unless good counter-

arguments are made.

 

I agree with your views on the Strategy Statement.  The statements are unobjectionable, but this is because 

they are mostly general aspirations.  There is little detailed strategy for realizing specific goals (though this is 

also what governments try to get away with).  My overriding impression is that anyone reading the Strategy 

Statement would think the ECF had only just been formed!  Vote not to adopt such ‘strategy’.  Proper plans 

are needed, and they should be limited in number and scope, or nothing much will change.

 

Concealing amounts of money that have been spent is unacceptable.  All expenditure needs to be transparent 

and recorded.  Surely the accounts are audited?  Again I agree with your thoughts.  Candidates need to specify 

their intentions, and outcomes need to be compared.
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CT N N?

Thought I would surprise you and show that members do sometimes read the material we get! 

Firstly, the report you put together was good, with some well thought out comments and obviously designed 

to elicit some response.  I agree with you, that the ECF need to find means and ways of engaging with the 

membership.  It also needs to be aware of the “grass roots”, who ultimately if we are being honest, only care 

about our grading and being able to play in local chess events.  In the grand scheme of things, the average 

chess player has no ambitions of playing abroad or playing for England!

There are exceptions, for young up and coming talent, then opportunities to play in international 

competitions are a useful platform to see how far they have come.

Board Report – I agree with your summary, the board report is poor in terms of accountability for what they 

said they were going to do. No doubt there will be excuses, there is every year.  The question should be – is 

the board setting targets that cannot be achieved.  The drain on the reserves indicate two things.  One it 

cannot be sustained, and two the ECF is spending too much money!  Time to get back to basics – find out 

what your punter wants and give it them.  Anything left over is a nice to have if you can afford it.   Do I care 

how well the English Team did in the Olympiad or Europeans or whatever tournament?  The answer is no!  I 

suspect not many other regular chess players care either.  Ergo, I want a grade and opportunity to play chess.  

I want a grade that is updated regularly, and one that means something.    Agree with you, my proxy (if I had 

one) is to reject the board report.

Strategy Report – agree with the sentiments.  If you have a five-year plan, you have stepping stones along the 

way underpinned with strategic input on the how!  Without this, and the necessary self-critique you end up 

with a talking shop and no action.  Each year should have set targets, if those targets not met then understand 

why and if need by change the strategic approach.  It is obvious that the membership is the biggest asset, 

without it you have no money.  Talk about stating the bleeding obvious.  The crucial aspect is what value does 

membership represent to our members, how do we increase value-add, how do we encourage members to 

spend more.  
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DL ? ? ?

Thank you so much for your email. I have contacted the ECF members in our club and the feedback so far is 

that they are happy as things are and will be happy with whatever is decided. Perhaps there is too much 

information for them to read!

On a personal note, I would like to comment on the items you outlined.

1) The Board of Directors’ report

I agree with your criticism. I like to hear about the achievements but to me the report is not complete as it 

lacks information on how far the objectives for that year were achieved plus why and what we have to 

change, if anything.

I would vote for a supplement to the report outlining the above to be circulated asap.

2) The Board’s Strategy and Business Plan

My feeling is that this document is incomplete. I like what has been written but other than the paragraph “We 

will continue to develop a set of key performance indicators in order to monitor our progress against our 

objectives”, there is no information on the key performance indicators which have already been developed.

I would therefore vote for the document to show the set of key performance indicators which will be in 

operation from the beginning.

3) The election of Directors and Senior Officers

Regarding the re-election of Malcolm Pein, we should know if he actually failed to raise the funds he was 

hoping to achieve, by how much and why, as well as what is he proposing to do to remedy the situation.

I don’t have any questions or objections to the re-election of the other directors or officers.

I hope my comments are of use to you and I thank you on behalf of the ECF bronze members of the club for 

your work and time representing us. 
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SM N? N

Thanks for all of your good work

Ref your Doc

1. I agree with your statement that a report should be against a plan.

So "You" have told us what went well.

What did not go so well ? What went badly and what do "you" intend to do about it ?

are the questions

2. Go with your gut feeling - vote against !

3 Election, Like you I prefer to see a contest for posts, but as the vast majority are volunteers and I'm not 

going to volunteer, I'll keep my mouth shut.
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SM ? ? Y Y

I have nothing to say on the Directors' Report.  I had wondered who the Development officer was, but we 

have now been told.  Cannot imagine what will happen there.  The need for "Women's Chess" (not the same 

as female participation) evades me, but I do not mind it existing... The report comes across as a view through 

rose-tinted spectacles, but the report as such has no significance for me.  I would not give it 10 out of 10 if I 

were marking it, but I do not personally see any value in voting not to "accept" it.  The flaws can be pointed 

out.

Much the same applies to the Strategy Report.  I sense naivety as to the operational difficulties around 

monthly grading.  Currently, "graders" who process grading files downloaded from LMS ... sort out various 

things which a "hot" LMS operator would have sorted out already.  It's vaguely like proof reading.  Under the 

new system, there is a danger of much more rubbish being processed (leading to multiple identities for 

existing players for two main reasons), and as it now takes more than a month to tidy up after one grading 

run, the post-grading trouble-shooting will become a much more intense activity, and I wonder how the 

numerically limited staff will cope.  The ECF has nobody I am aware of with any adequate grasp of designing 

computer systems, unless Brian Valentine has such skills...  However, this is not a matter for the ECF AGM...

More generally, the "Strategy" consists of laudable-sounding aspirations, but seems to me nonsense when 

you ask how "The ECF will lead the development and organisation of chess for all players in England and our 

international teams."  How will it lead the organisation for members of <Chess Club>, the <Chess Association>, 

the <County Chess Association>, the ailing <Counties Chess Union>, and the various congresses held in 

<County> - not that I want them to, you understand.  What do the grand words mean?  Will the ECF take over 

running the <Congress>...?  How will they achieve "Building the financial strength of chess and chess 

organisations"?  Would not building the financial strength of the ECF be a preferable starting point?  For me 

those words mean absolutely nothing - but they have to say something.  I had picked up on "Our biggest asset 

is our membership."  Very true.  They are the ones being milked for money!  "Grow income in such a way as to 

enable the Board's plans to be achieved" could translate to "put up membership fees continually, as needed 

to meet the Board's plans."

LB Y Support all of your views and happy for you to vote in the ways you have indicated.
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CF N N N N?

I read your memo with interest.

I wanted to drop you a short note to say that I support your positions in all cases.  There seems to be little 

scrutiny of anyone at the ECF and what scrutiny you provide in your memo is very welcome.

The point about running a loss and having quite a low reserve is worrying indeed.  Please do make that point 

as forcefully as you can -- or there will be no ECF!

MP N N N N Y

Thank you once again for your comprehensive report. It makes for depressing reading, but I am grateful that 

there are people like yourself who are prepared to stand up and vote against ECF corruption.

As a local organiser at club and county level, I guess I would be in the firing line of the appointment of a 

development officer, which in my opinion would be a huge waste of money. As one correspondent on the ECF 

Forum stated, the local organisers know what the issues are, and we do our best to combat them. In the last 

year, I have had more enquiries about our chess club than ever, and that is largely down to the boom in online 

chess. They fancy they might be good at OTB chess, but when they discover the costs involved (not helped by 

soaring ECF membership rates), and the relative strength of OTB players, the majority soon back away.

Item 10 on the agenda is of particular interest to me... Those playing for counties with large populations seem 

to have little awareness of how difficult it has become for medium size counties like Herts to raise full teams, 

which leaves us vulnerable to default fines in a way that larger counties are not. County chess is in decline, 

and draconian fines will only hasten its demise. You raise the comment "Is it the case that fines aren't already 

passed on?". In the EACU that is the case, and given that the new Home Director, Adrian Elwin is from the 

EACU, and would be well aware of the EACU rules, it would be interesting to know why he would support the 

existing ECF rules, that are just another fund raiser for ECF. There is no excuse for that, but I won't hold my 

breath. ...

I think the way grass roots membership is being asked to support the increasingly expensive international 

team is scandalous. I support you in all your voting intentions. I only wish we had an alternative organisation 

to ECF. This is the ugly face of monopoly, and we are pawns in their game.
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PL N

1. Yes vote against Board report for your precise reasons. ECF should be professional - Business Plan, numbers 

, KPIs

2. The spend on appearance money is a tough one. It is very good PR if England get a gold, silver or whatever 

but only if the NON-ECF part of the population knows all about it. So less concern with the spend from me but 

big concern on awareness. ( I do not Tweet etc; maybe this was very well reported in social media ? ) This has 

far more potential to increase membership , female or otherwise than preaching to the converted.

Most chess clubs and clubs in general struggle to get volunteers particularly these days. But that does not 

validate a poor job.

JT N

Thanks for your notes on the upcoming AGM.  I am in broad agreement with your views on this and especially 

so on the practice of reporting back on areas that don't go as well as planned.  Concentrating solely on 

successes is never a good policy it has a strong while of lack of candour and more importantly misses a lot of 

learning that can be seen from the failures.

TOTALs N:8 N:5 N:4 N:1 Y:7

Resps:23 N?:2 N?:1 N?:0 N?:1

Y:0 Y:0 Y:1 Y:1

Y?:0 Y?:0 Y?:0 Y?:0


